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Discover how Retail Week can keep you and your team up to date with the latest news, insight and intelligence.

www.retail-week.com/corporate
Our mission is to keep you up to date with the crucial issues affecting your business and provide the insight you need on what the headlines mean for you.

With a Retail Week team membership you can be sure you and your colleagues will have 24/7 access to the business intelligence you need to confidently make the right decisions to drive your business forward.

Our membership packages will reduce the time your team spend searching for information and improve their knowledge and understanding of the most important retail news, market data and trends.

Whether your team members want online access, print copies or full use of our tablet and mobile apps, we have the solution to help you.
Be confident you and your colleagues always have the right information, with access to crucial news on the move. The Retail Week app is available on both iOS and Android, tablet and mobile devices.
Get the inside look with our full screen store galleries

Easily share with your team and join the conversation

Stay informed with detailed analysis and key retail data at your fingertips

Morrisons plans to close salary-linked pension schemes for 8,000 staff

Morrisons is planning to close its salary-linked pension schemes in a move that will affect around 8,000 workers at the grocer.

Letters consulting staff about the changes, which would save Morrisons as much as £100m a year, were sent out on Friday.

It comes as a fresh blow to retail workers after supermarket rival Tesco revealed it was closing its own defined-benefit scheme.

Both all-time supermarket giants are bidding to cut costs as they attempt to
RetailWeek Online

Hear from the leaders of the industry and always make sure your team are fully informed with access to the latest news anytime, anywhere. Over 70% of all our content is delivered online first, if not exclusively, and only on Retail-Week.com will you find over 40,000 articles covering every sector of the UK retail industry.

Know the hot topics in an instant

Never miss a thing with the latest news and analysis by sector and by topic

Choose the type of news that’s most relevant to you and have it delivered to your inbox

www.retail-week.com
Stay one step ahead with our Innovation tracker. View in-depth features on the latest products and innovations in retail technology and gain a deeper understanding of how emerging technologies perform.

Get the full picture with access to all special reports, in association with some of the biggest names in the industry.
Argos bolsters fashion offer with exclusive Cherokee deal

**BY LUCY TAYLOR**

Argos has boosted its growing fashion offer by adding Cherokee to its non-foods portfolio. 

Cherokee is already a well-established brand in the US and the UK by supermarket giant Tesco, but it will now support Cherokee’s ‘Feels Good’ branding.

The young fashion retailer had previously stated that its potential sales are estimated at £2bn.

‘Cherokee is already a well-established brand in the US and the UK by supermarket giant Tesco, but it will now support Cherokee’s “Feels Good” branding.’

*“We believe the collaboration with Argos will be a perfect fit for Cherokee and its customers”*
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